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 running on a v21 cw for a v20 system. * I still don't know how to get at the pc's beyond the regular users/passwords. if it is still
there, should be under servers/v20/cw_properties. No, there is not. I figured that I should probably just go ahead and post the

commands anyway just in case anyone else finds them helpful. I did find the following on the V20 PC: 1.
servers/v20/cw_properties 2. servers/v20/pc_properties so, I followed the two steps above to get to the v20 pc's. It would be nice

to have someone confirm that these are the v20 pc's or if they are something else. hmmm, why would it be 'under servers'???
My V20 does not have that directory... i have a few v20 and v21 cw's and the v20 seems to be more 'connected' with the v21
cw's and usually has them listed under the main directory, but maybe the computer i'm using is not having the same results. I

will have to dig through some more.. If you take a look at my v21 cw image you can see I have the server / pc properties listed
under the servers directory. I have the following directory structure: As you can see I have the v20 pc's listed under the v20

directory. Quote: it would be nice to have someone confirm that these are the v20 pc's I'd have to check my server, but as far as
I can remember there should be a similar directory under the v20 PC's. That is where I found them. or if they are something
else. I'm sorry I don't remember. I figured that I should probably just go ahead and post the commands anyway just in case
someone else finds them helpful. I'm guessing you're talking about installing the pc's on the V20 PC's. I did not do this as it

seemed to make more sense to run the V21 PC's on the V21. This was my first thought when I started this thread. Hopefully this
will help some people in the future. Let us know how things go! PS: If you want to verify my statement 82157476af
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